ment in the miniature republic of San Martin. The castled city now raises its head after the expirations of thirteen centuries and looks down upon the shade of departed Genoa confirmed by the violence of faction. The days of the Guelfs or Ghibellines are past and with them was crushed from earth the pride and boast of the fifteenth century to come to ourselves. Our sonth century does not have a prince in the title of Consolidation for a moment. That term, properly form the stock of our Government has not the character of Confederacy about her. Yet, Louas has inherited from Louisiana the emblem of our principle, and is not confounded by foreign from the genius of the Government will have be triumphant. The if the magnitudes of Mississippi are destined to rule and the states of the South or Alamos are to exercise an in true shell is good enough built from ever having built that city will it be drafted about that

"A nation has fallen oppression has won"

Handwritten text:

April 19, 1843

Th. C. T. Walker